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Atria Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 210 x 134 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. It
was a clear night in Glacier National Park. Fourteen-year-old
Ted Systead and his father were camping beneath the rugged
peaks and starlit skies when something unimaginable
happened: a grizzly bear attacked Ted s father and dragged
him to his death. Now, twenty years later, as Special Agent for
the Department of the Interior, Ted gets called back to
investigate a crime that mirrors the horror of that night.
Except this time, the victim was tied to a tree before the
mauling. Ted teams up with one of the park officers-a man
named Monty, whose pleasant exterior masks an all-too-vivid
knowledge of the hazardous terrain surrounding them.
Residents of the area turn out to be suspicious of outsiders and
less than forthcoming. Their intimate connection to the wild
forces them to confront nature, and their fellow man, with
equal measures of reverence and ruthlessness. As the case
progresses with no clear answers, more than human life is at
stake-including that of the majestic creature responsible for
the attack. Ted s search for the truth ends up leading him
deeper into the...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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